
 

Agent Agreement UHC E-Applications 

 

Agent Name____________________ agrees that participation in the GM/Connecture Program requires the 

following: 

1. Agent will pay an annual flat fee of $150 to Gordon Marketing. 

2. This fee must be paid prior to October 1st. 

3. GA and MGAs and their downline agents will pay $150 fee each. 

4. SGA fee is $2,000 with no fee to their downline agents; however, MGA and SGA will be assessed a fee of 

$18 per application to be paid by January 15th. 

5. SGA per application fees are for MAPD and Med Supp only, there is no cost per PDP application. 

6. Agent will contract with and use, at agent’s expense ($50 per month for a month to month contract), Ring 

Central in order to record all sales and store the recordings for future audit UNLESS THE AGENT IS ONLY 

USING THE CONSUMER LINK where the client self-enrolls. If only this option is used, no recording is 

necessary. 

7. Agent must provide their Ring Central log in and password to their marketer so GM has access to hear the 

calls. 

8. Agent will send 5% of call recordings to his or her marketer for quality assurance purposes. Agent may be 

asked for more recordings if they are not meeting our QA goals or if a client has complained. 

9. Agent may be removed from the program at any time for noncompliance. The $150 program fee is 

nonrefundable. 

Agent Signature______________________________________________Date_____________________ 

Upline (GA, MGA or SGA) _______________________________________________________________ 

Fee Paid $__________________ Other____________________________________________________ 

Please circle below the products that you are certified to sell. Please note the UHC DSNP is not on this 

platform per UHC’s request. 

UHC: MAPD, PDP, AARP MED SUPP 

ALLWELL: MAPD, DSNP 

This platform is expected to be live on Oct. 1st . There are two ways to enroll a client: 

1. Send the consumer a link for them to self-enroll. It will be pre-populated with the agent’s info, or 

2. Enroll the client over the phone with an e-app and e-scope. This call must be recorded using Ring Central. 

The recording will protect you in the case of a consumer complaint or UHC audit. (AARP Medicare 

Supplement will not allow agent to use this option.) 

 
 

 



 

 
Connecture – Online Applications with UHC through Gordon Marketing 

 

Common Questions: 
If I call the client for a non MAPD or PDP reason (good will call, policy checkup, Dental, Final Expense etc.) 

and the client asks about MAPD or PDP how to I proceed in a compliant manner? 

“Yes, I can sell you Medicare Advantage plans but the government requires that they be from an in-bound 

call. I’m going to give you my phone number and have you call me right back so we are compliant. I’ll be 

recording the call if that’s ok? Great. When you call in I’ll ask you what plan you’d like to enroll in, please 

write this down so you can answer correctly. UHC Medicare Complete Plan 2. But first the government 

requires that you sign a paper that allows me to talk to you about Medicare. I’m going to email it to you 

and have you sign it and email it back.” Or just read the scope to them below on the phone call and save 

the recording for 10 years as proof of the scope.”  

 

Hang up and wait for their call. 

 

“Hello, this is Sylvia Gordon, what Medicare Plan are you calling about?” Then go into your full, compliant 

presentation.” You might want to use a check list to make sure you hit all the required portions of the 

presentation as it is easy to get off track. Call centers have a script to work from and solo agents might 

want to develop one for phone sales too. 

 

Our platform allows you to use UHC and allwell. Only. Keep in mind that Anthem has mProducer to 

accomplish the same thing and Aetna uses Ascend while Humana has their MAPA app. 

 

Do I get paid less when I enroll using Connecture? No 

Can I remove the Gordon Marketing logo and name from the site? No, we asked. We have to have it up 

there per CMS. On the consumer link, we have the logo abbreviated and our name removed from the top 

of the screen but we are required to list of phone number in case the consumer has questions and our 

name is in the fine print at the bottom of the enrollment link, per CMS. 

Can I print a copy of the enrollment? No. You can do screen shots or use your cell phone to capture the 

data for your files. 

How do I know if the application was received by the carrier? It will show up on the agent portal. 

Can I have a client tell me to enroll her, since I’ve been her agent for years and have all her info in my 

files, without doing the full presentation? No. This will get you terminated from the program and 

possibly from the carrier. You must complete a full, compliant presentation. 

 

 

What if I have questions? Tech support is available at Gordon Marketing from Tony Doan 800-388-8342 x 

230 tony@gordonmarketing.com  

 

 

mailto:tony@gordonmarketing.com


If you are new to selling on the phone, there is a trick to replicating the relationship that forms when you 

are face to face. You might just hang up and think, “Wow, that was easy!” and move on to your next 

client. That would be a mistake.  

 

Clients who are trusting enough to buy from a “stranger” sight unseen over the phone, are just as likely to 

call another agent after they see a more persuasive TV commercial or get a new lead card in the mail. 

Easy come, easy go. Phone sales are not very “sticky” if you don’t work to build a relationship with them. 

Do you have a retention plan in place? This is the fall of many call centers and can be the thorn in your 

side too, if you don’t start selling on the phone in a way that allows the client to get to know you. 

 

Think what happens when you are across from the kitchen table with a client. They see you and form an 

opinion about you. You make small talk and they learn about your family, your hobbies, your unique 

interest and hopefully, you find something in common to bond over.  

 

You won’t hear this from a phone sale, “Oh, you look just like my niece” because the can’t see you. But it 

is possible for your client to see what you look like, and it is important.  

 

You don’t think your looks matter and I’m not talking about being attractive (let’s face it, that almost 

never hurts though) but it is! 

 

Ok, there is the rare person who is so unphotogenic that sending a photo is actually a negative. 90% of 

people are not excited to share their photo because they look average—average is good! Most people are 

average and while we love to look at movie star good looks, they are rare. Sometimes people have a 

negative bias against people they perceive to be too good looking, so if you are average that is perfect!  

 

I’m talking about that imprinting that naturally happens when we meet people. No one buys from an 

agent they don’t like and it’s easier to like someone you feel like you know. It is much more challenging to 

get to know your clients over the phone. I’ve trained our agents to listen to the back-ground sounds and 

pick up on the puppies barking, the grandkids playing on the spouse signing. It can be very efficient to sell 

over the phone but a complete waste of your time if your sales don’t translate into long term clients. 

 

Technology is your friend—and has made phone sales possible in a way they weren’t just a few years ago. 

Use tech to build a relationship. Send photos. Not just of you in professional attire, but in your running 

suit, playing tennis with your son or frisbee with your dog. Clients like to see you as a person, not just 

someone trying to profit off of them. 

 



At Gordon Marketing, we have filmed hundreds of short video clips that agents can send to their clients 

so the client can get a feel for the agent and build a more lasting rapport. My own client videos result in 

calls every day from people all around the nation who see the videos and like the way they make them 

feel. Sure, I take a little rubbing from my colleagues about the quirky nature of my videos, but they 

resonate with the public and agents. I come across as a person, not just another talking suit. 

 

I’m not saying you have to do yoga or dress in a German fork lore costume like I have; but convey who 

YOU are in your postcards, newsletters, videos and emails.  

Don’t be afraid to let the veil down and show your family, pets and hobbies and you’ll see that your 

clients are more likely to remember you and are more loyal to you once they get to know you. 

 

Technology makes it all possible, all you have to do is take the time to draft a retention plan something 

like this: 

• Day of first contact, send a video link and short resume with a personal photo.  

• 10 days after sale call and see if they have any questions, send another photo with a caption 

• 30 days after policy goes in force, call and ask if they have any questions ask them to forward your 

video to a few friends who might need your services 

• 6 months send a newsletter with pertinent info and a blur on your summer plans and a family photo 

• 11 months call to set up an annual review appointment 

 

Look at these two photos below. What do you feel when you look at the family photo vs the building? 

Faces are more engaging, although most agents are very proud of their offices and they might feel that a 

fancy office is more impressive to a prospect. Plus, most agents are not comfortable sending their photos 

because they are not as attractive as they used to be/want to be. Forget about that. Be proud of who you are 

and share your interests. People are more likely to retain you and turn away solicitations from other agents, 

when they feel like they know you! 

 

Happy Selling,  

Sylvia Gordon, President 

Gordon Marketing  sgordon@gordonmarketing.com  
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